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Ode
to Nature
and Life

Ode to Nature
The grass and trees green, just as God made them.
Everything seen, some starting with just a stem.
Nature broad and wide, enough to make some cry.
The ocean's great tide, mountains going up high.
Simple to complex, all you can imagine!
Water to the deepest depths, Lord as our captain.
He directs the wind and waves, and all we know.
Nature hurts like it saves, let’s watch life grow.
The comforting silence, and breaths of fresh air.
Our guidance, we must treat nature with care.
The glowing sun, providing energy,
Its light is shun, giving life to all we see.
Unbearably beautiful, nature that is!
Blessings plentiful, nature is His.

I was inspired to write this by nature’s beauty. I have been reading
the Bible more and I am continuing to realize the power an beauty
of God’s creation, so I wrote my poem to try and showcase that.
— Brynn Covell, 10th Grade, Honors English II

Ode to the Battle
Between Night and the Light
O night! One who swallows up the light.
The many dark hues in your complexion
Bring out your dark, despicable might.
Shrills and screams can be heard from within
Your endless, blinding blanket of blackness
Which, every night, returns again.
But darkness will not be victorious.
For the night is followed by light
which shines beautiful colors on us
“Do not be afraid”, the sun seems to say
As it peaks above the horizon
Bringing a beautiful start to the day.
O light! You have defeated the night!
You drowned out evil and brought back the right!

In this poem, the light and night represent good and evil. When
“light” wins it shows that good is always victorious.
— Lily Kate Watson, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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Roller Coaster of Life
Life is like riding a roller coaster,
There are twists and turns and ups and downs.
Thinking of the struggling days those were.
We feel like we will drop onto concrete grounds.
The coaster grabs us and throws us around.
We desperately try to find a way out,
Alone, there is no way to be found.
What is all this confinement about?
But, the truth is we will never be alone.
Through these trying times, the Lord will be there.
Through every coaster, His love is shown.
The answer to these struggling times is prayer.
Life isn’t as bad as it looks or seems,
When you believe in Christ, who redeems.

My inspiration for this poem is about how God will always be there
for us no matter what is going on in our lives.
— Kiera Bartholomew, 10th Grade, Honors English II

Ode to the Tree of Life
O TREE of life, you give life nutrients,
Bringing us the gifts of your nature,
Perfect in design, gives all ingredients.
The crisp air of the morning, due to your charm,
Sprouting from the ground up, giving us breath,
Like a helping hand, you extend your arm.
Providing shade from the boil of the sun,
With deep roots you clasp onto the earth,
With you near, there is no reason to run.
Storms strengthen your stance, making you stable,
Having no weakness is your strong suit,
Every journey is a unique label.
Unchanging grace, I pray you never leave me,
With beautiful peace; o tree, o tree.

The ode that is pictured above is describing the true beauty of
trees. The inspiration of this ode originates from God placing these
trees in the world and giving us the breath of life.
— Haley Nix, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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Ode to the Ocean
The pristine azure of the ocean blue,
With a reflection of the sky above,
Her melody sings, her right color shines through
Nevertheless, her endless water shows
As the fleeting glance from the heavens is
A looking glass into the world below
There lie feral beasts within her keep
Swimming silently and shifting sand while
Never ever looking before they leap
And for brave travelers who dare advance
May the maiden of the sea have mercy
For in reckless beauty finds a violent trance
But as I look over calm, sleepy waves,
Hazy dreams of boats and the wind amaze.

I used to live near the ocean and a certain affinity for it. While it
can be dangerous, its beauty allures many to it and I wanted my
poem to reflect that.

— Sunhee Frecker, 10th Grade, Honors English II

Death
When there is no place in the world to hide
I look upon the cold, grey eyes of Death
His body, flying like a bat, seems to glide
Very soon I will draw my final breath
Cloaked in inky black, Death grins and beckons
His viselike grip closes around my throat
I think of life and enjoy my last seconds
The River Styx waits for me to find my boat
But death lets go of his noose like grip
Today is not the day of retribution
Words of praise tumble out from my lip
In life there is always a solution
I no longer feel the fear of Death
I only fear I will not enjoy each breath

The inspiration for this poem came from all the great literature
and terms that I studied about in class.
— Grant Bologna, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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What is Life?
What is life without mortality?
Like a story without an ending,
It’s merely a sad reality,
Or a fire forever quenching.
What is life without new creation?
It is a story that never starts.
There would never be a formation
Of a child to soften their hearts.
But life is the story of people,
It is the joy seen in their faces;
Their laughter that’s forever gleeful,
And getting to see them go places.
What is life if not a beautiful
Story of a people bountiful.

The mortality of life has always kind of interested me; just the
knowledge that we only get one life is a little daunting. I wanted to
answer the question of what life really is, and after some thinking
I was able to.

— Caitlyn Kubista, 10th Grade, Honors English II

What Do You See When You
See All God Made?
What do you see when you see all God made?
I see hope, beauty, life, and awesome grace!
The birds find rest in trees, providing shade.
The flowers bloom with colors in their place.
The oceans obey His Word and commands,
and the fish swim according to His plan.
The critters and creatures play in the land!
The leaves will fall as seasons come, they can
fill the land with red, brown, and yellow hues!
The sun shines so bright to light the way bright!
Yes, Jesus created for me and you!
Let’s take care together, try with our might!
God’s creation shows his craftsmanship well,
And we can be the ones to go and tell!

The inspiration for this poem is seeing how God has created
everything and His creation is beautiful, intentional, and bright!
— Hayden Farris, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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The Color Blue
How could a color hold so much purpose?
Truly a fan favorite, you are loved by all.
Your impact reaches all of earth’s surface.
There is no place that does not know your call.
From deep within the depths of the great sea,
To touching the heights of the beautiful sky.
Your beauty is a definite guarantee
That reaches and impacts each and every eye.
Your calmness like a relief from every tension.
Stress and worries are nothing compared to you.
You are a color too deep for comprehension.
Azure, navy, and teal all shades of blue.
The best color that comes with many names.
Compared to others, you are just not the same.

My favorite colors are purple and blue. I decided to write about
blue because there are many beautiful things that are blue.
— Faith Zawadzki, 10th Grade, Honors English II

When Once I thought
that Life Would as it’s Been
Should days swing past as larks and buntings glad
With songs and treats? When wishing, wishes come;
In danger, refuge thee embrace—Why clad’st
Thyself then with a robe of requiem?
So held thou, “How unfortunate are those
Who suffer thus; how strange that ill-fate minds
To circumvent me much!” Conceited soul,
Hath kismet humbled thee with fearsome bind!
Thou think’st thy peace will ne’er fall, then espy
It be brought low. Didst thou complain that fate
Would have thee bored beyond thy care? Didst thy
Lips boast sure luck would never thee forsake?
When once I thought that life would as it’s been
Go on as just—O heart, how wert thou green!

Really, this ‘lament’ is an attempt at conveying personal sentiments entirely from
knowledge on my part with not the least bit of experience. The person of the
speaker is not I, and I do not know who he is; I hardly know what has happened
to him to make him so indignant at his expectations. But I took into consideration
the human nature and human tendencies, my own knowledge of an arrogant
confidence in the turns of reality—that surely nothing should shock me anymore,
or happen outside my wishes or control—then imagined that arrogance shattered
before the decrees of Heaven in cynical submission. Universal human experiences
as such are infinitely fascinating to me.
— Megan Lin, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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Ode to the
Southern Mountains
O SOUTHERN MOUNTAINS, how happy I feel
Thy lovely leaves like a painting on my heart
There is nothing more I can conceal
Forest dark green, and cashew brown, and light blue,
The mountains and flowers beautiful
The colors give me a new point of view
The fresh air gives me a sense of peace
Which is one of thy greatest gifts of all
I feel calm as the mountain wind does increase
God’s peace He gives me is always in my heart
It is the real source of my calmness
This new life with thy Lord about to start
God will protect me from harm and I won’t go dim
So, I look at these mountains and glorify him

My main inspiration of this ode was a song by Lizzy Mcalpine, To the
Mountains. Also, I am a lover of the mountains and how beautiful they
are, so I decided to write about the mountains. I also love God, and He
is more beautiful because He created those mountains.
— Jordyn Stott, 10th Grade, Honors English II

Ode
to Music

Ode to Summer Songs
O to the singer of summer songs
Your voice resonates through the airways
And throughout the earth gives a feeling of calm
When free times come and the sun awakes
The Summer Sun brings a lofty tune
Settles the weary with nor a yell nor shout
O song! Saunter me with a catchy tune
Which like budding tulips grow up from the ground
And spring forth during the days of June
Fill us with the color of your notes
And bring light to the world with your muse
Give wind to the sails that tower on boats
O song how your melodies linger
Honors and hear the song of the summer singer

With Summer break coming so soon I wanted to write a poem
about the relief and joy summer brings.
— James Lee, Honors 10th Grade, Honors English II

Ode to a Dancer
Oh people, see the dancing of the dancer,
She finds it hard in the dark to see the stage.
I think she’s dancing at a pretty canter,
Overshadowed by the curtains on stage.
She is a quite cute calming dancer,
Like a mouse that’s quiet, small and light.
Watch her dance with a graceful sweet manner,
While she waltzes across the stage from the right.
The musicians in the pit,
Begin to play a soft melody.
They sit there with great acquit,
As the dancer dances breathlessly.
Suddenly the stage gets dark,
And the curtains close the audience claps.

“I was inspired to write this poem because I am a dancer myself. The ode
was fairly simple to relate to because I myself deal with the adrenaline rush
and excitement before any performance. I wrote the poem from a dancers
perspective because the audience sees the whole performance differently.
I hoped people could see what I see from the stage, because the art of
dancing truly is beautiful from any perspective.”
— Madison Kennedy, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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Memorable Presence
Notes contemplating in quietus abyss
I lie here in solace
Waves resonating
My soul clings waiting
You my dear in the chirping of the birds
You my love in the wandering of the greens
Our memories, the song
Your body lies gray,
Away, away
My song, your memory

This poem was part of a larger multigenre project on music. It is important
to understand that music is not just sound we hear, but a factor that plays
a role in our memory and effects our behavior. I was very curious to know
the psychological effects and the benefits to listening to music. It was also
interesting to learn how each different music genre had a different effect
and feeling towards the listener. I created this poem as one artifact in the
multigenre project.
— Avery Pinnex, 12th Grade, British Lit

Sonnets

Your Favorite Story
The love of holding stories in your hand.
Dreaming of all the places you can roam.
You dream of a distant, far away land
To characters that welcome you back home.
The pages welcome you with open arms
Like an old friend giving you a warm hug.
You go to all the villages and farms,
While sipping tea from your favorite mug.
You travel to the east, south, west, and north.
You see the mountains and valleys and seas.
So when reading, you feel a sense of warmth
The words are calming, they leave you at ease.
You’ve finished the book in all its glory
And it remains your favorite story.

I wrote this sonnet because there’s no better feeling than opening
my favorite book.
— Eleanor Marks, 10th Grade, Honors English II

Change
How can we be the change we see around us?
Change is like a rapid wildfire spreading.
We live in a world where change is a must,
not for us, but a future we’re embedding.
Everyone wants to make change in the world,
But right now we must try to change ourselves.
To be the change, we must be uncurled
from what we once were, into new realms.
But I am scared of change, what it entails
I fear the unknown, the treasures it holds
A new version of me, I must unveil.
I still fail to find where goodness unfolds.
Instead of focusing on fighting the old,
I must focus on building a new of gold

My inspiration for this sonnet is this desire I have to see the good
in the world, and do my best to make a change, even when change
is scary.
— Caroline Laster, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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My Focus is on God
I feel the pain inside of me I pray
I try to scream but you cannot hear me
Cause things just haven’t been going my way
Everyday I wish my thoughts could be free
I know that you’re there but I can’t hear you
The world is too loud and I can’t see straight
It’s too much all at once, what do I do?
I’m scared that you’ll leave, will I be too late?
My mind is cloudy, my judgment is dazed
The worldly stress is weighing down on me
But not the world, only He should be praised
I’ve been blind, will I be able to see?
This world can’t break me when I have the Lord
He is my hope, my refuge, and my sword

I chose this subject because it is something that I struggle with.
With all of the other things going on in my life such as school,
friendships, work, and sports, I often forget to shift my focus on
God and I put Him to the side.
— Sydney Armstrong, 10th Grade, Honors English II

Rushed Mind
The inner most part of the mind is void
The outer brain struggles to work or think
There are thoughts that our brain tries to avoid
Though we still think those thoughts without a blink
Darkness tries to bring us deep down below
It’s cunning voice and innocent type eyes
It’s evil words could be a final blow
And the painful suffering our demise
But if emotions switch like a lever
We may be able to undo tight knots
Training the mind to think so we never
Are just left to fill in all the blank dots
We will sometimes be lost with a rushed mind
When near the shadows there is good to find

The mind is a very complex aspect of our bodies. It usually goes
far ahead of us to make us stress, worry, and fear of things that
hardly ever come true, but why worry about the evil when there is
so much good? That is the basis of this sonnet.
— Olivia Lendach, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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Life Itself
Life is such a wonderful mystery,
Constantly changing, constantly shifting.
Life has given plenty of waves to me.
And the next one is already starting.
It is sometimes as sweet as chocolate.
Through hope in Jesus, we remain joyful.
It provides gifts, and though my wallet
May be empty, my heart is always full.
But life itself is not always happy.
It lets us down a lot and throws curve balls.
There are moments in which we mournfully
Move forward trying alone to bear it all.
But through every turn, life is not too bad.
We can sigh happily and remain glad.

My inspiration for this sonnet is the constant waves and battles
that come my way, but at the end of the day, I can be grateful for
the sweet life I have had so far.
— Madison Powell, 10th Grade, Honors English II

Sonnet 20:
Turning the Page
When you’re young and happy and know no end.
Life seems to start to get up and run away.
But this is where your life starts to extend.
Even if you feel you’ve been led astray.
You find happiness in the things you love .
And you realize that I am lucky for all
The things provided from the Lord above.
Everything’s he’s done, the big and the small.
Life is like a book some chapters may be
Good and some chapters may be sad but.
Always turning the page is the biggest key.
But sometimes you may need to keep it shut
And when your life seems like it may be done.
Just know your loved by God and his son.

My inspiration was about how we have to keep going on in life.
— Parker Hodgson, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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Ode to Time
If one behind followed and saw your wake,
To it great tragedy could not compare.
Dearest Time, like a wave, you take and break,
Of questions I have but one—do you care?
For the victims of your relentless reign,
For the empires fallen, the lives claimed,
You watch the greats of each age, as they wane
Into nothing—is your ire not yet tamed?
But yet even now there’s no dissension
That my resentment will soon lose its hold,
In the way of forgotten contention,
And new friendship born of the strife of old.
With each of your seasons comes joys afresh,
For Time heals all wounds, of spirit and flesh.

Sometimes after something bad, I wish I could go back to before it
happened and stop time from moving. But looking back weeks or
months or years later, depending, I realize that with the passing of
time, it doesn’t affect me so much and all the scars will soon fade.
— Victoria Feng, 10th Grade, Honors English II

Autumn
Should I liken myself to an autumn’s day?
Sometimes I may be cool and full of less cheer.
Autumn brings such happiness in many ways,
It also reminds one that winter is near.
As I watch the leaves fall in the small fall breeze,
The rough winds shake the leaves of many colors
The colors more stunning before they will freeze
As each leaf falls to the ground in discolor.
But I am full of happiness and joy,
I fill the world with laughter and big smiles.
I will not fade like the fall comes and destroys,
I stand very strong unlike the leaves in piles.
As long as I live I will continue to bless,
I will never give up and cause no distress.

I chose to write this sonnet because everyone has bits and
pieces of happiness and sadness in them. Autumn brings both
those emotions as it precedes winter, but it also brings happiness
because of its beautiful colors.
— Madison Kennedy, 10th Grade, Honors English II
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Free Verse

Grandma
A beautiful old lady
Love to the core of her heart
Eyes that have smiled for years
Leaving wrinkles of joy
Her bright green eyes that look like
The luscious spring green grass
Sometimes stubborn but always
Full of random thoughts and words
Talks to me about everything
Her life she wished she had lived
The life that she cannot forget
The life that gave her so much love
The life that gave her hardships
Her own mother did not love her
Her sister was born with a hole
In her heart, and could not function
She became the mother figure
Of her house very early on
Will Van Horn became her lover
Gambled all of their money

And he fought with her a lot
His angry voice echoing
But she had her young children
Her lesson she has taught me is
Sometimes we are given a life
We truly never wanted
A lot of times we complain
But we have to find the love
In every place we are in
Although my grandpa fought her
He gave her love late in life
Her family is now her joy
She has had a tough life but
She found love in every way
From the life of my grandma
Her life she wished she had lived
The life that she cannot forget
The life that gave her so much love
The life that gave her hardships
And expectations met and unmet

My grandmother’s life story inspired me to write about her and
her amazing journey in life. She truly has dealt with so much but
everyday still loves everyone that comes to her.

HHH

— Noah Weyne, 10th Grade, Honors English II
ACSI Creative Excellent Ribbon Winner

Case of the Missing Memory
Check the tapes
That’s always the first step
Then rewind the part
When the man with gray hair left.
Check the tapes,
This time I can’t forget.
Every detail of
This case has to be perfect.
July first
A man had gone missing
Many years ago
Now the cops stopped obsessing
July first
Wait, what happened that day?
Who is that man on
The tapes running far away?
Dementia
That’s what the man had
It must be hard to
Hear then forget just like that
Dementia
The man must be so lost
But where did he go?
This time I think I forgot
Is that him?
Picture framed so neatly
Hung on my mantle
Standing with his family
Is that him?
I feel like I know him.
Moments of clarity
Drowned out by distraction
There he is
The man with the gray hair
His nose is so large

And his eyes so blue and rare
There he is I can’t figure out why
The wrinkles on his
Hands match the same ones on mine
One more look
More closely this time
I meet his blue eyes
The same shade as mine
One more look
He mimes my every move
As if the picture
Had come to life in my room
A mirror
That gray-haired man is me
The evidence was
Obvious, easy to see
A mirror
Turned back to still life
Wait, who is that man?
I look back; he’s out of sight
Focus please
You cannot get sidetracked
A man is missing
And you need to get him back
Focus please
There’s a long way to go
A fresh new case that
Should’ve been solved years ago.
Check the tapes
That’s always the first step...
Check the tapes,
This time I can’t forget...

When writing The Case of the Missing Memory, I wanted to get inside
the main character’s head, hence the repetition symbolizing the
character’s dementia.

HHH

— Hannah Elder, 10th Grade, Honors English II
ACSI Creative Superior Ribbon Winner

Personal
Essay

My Fathers’ Love
The date was February 2nd
when I came into the world. I was
born in a little village in Ethiopia.
There was not a hospital anywhere
nearby, so I was born in my hut. I
had a loving mom and dad and a big
brother who always took care of me.
Unfortunately my mom got malaria
which is a sickness carried around
by mosquitos. Sadly, she passed away
when I was very young.
My dad and brother tried to care
for me and meet my needs, but I
had also gotten malaria. Deep down
my father knew I could not stay or
I would not live much longer. Right
then and there he fell on his knees
and cried out to God saying, “Abba
father what shall I do? My baby girl
is sick and I can’t care for her needs!”
Just a couple days after that, my
father knew what he must do. He
must send me away so that I may live.
My father, knowing the chances that
he may never see me again, decided
that my best chance of survival was
being adopted. My brother begged
my dad to let me stay but he refused
him saying, “Don’t you want her to
be healed and have an education!”
My brother replied saying, “Of
course I do, but I don’t want to send

her away!” I, being a little baby with
no way to understand what was going
on, just sat and played with a stick.
My father ended the conversation by
saying to my brother, “We are leaving
at dawn, but you must stay to care
for our land.” Early the next day we
started the journey to the orphanage.
My father and I traveled many miles
to reach the orphanage; and, when we
finally did, he sang and praised the
Lord for bringing us both there safely.
After he had thanked God, he
took me to the medical facility in the
orphanage. The doctor told him I had
malaria. They also said the chances
of me living a long, normal life were
very slim. My father’s heart sank, but
he trusted God’s plan for my life. Just
a few days after our arrival my father
left to go back home.
I stayed in the orphanage for
many months. I had nannies who
cared for me. However, I did not
stay there forever. One day I was
playing with some other kids in
the orphanage when some people
came to see me. There names were
Nathan and Devon Tarr. Little did
I know that soon they would be my
parents. They had come to adopt
me. I legally became their daughter

on their ninth wedding anniversary!
When we got to America, I
received medicine for the malaria
and was cured. However, the doctors
were concerned that I was going to
have brain damage as an after affect
of the malaria, but God protected
me from that. I enjoyed playing with
all my new siblings Kendra, Carson,
and Bryan. Now that I (Brielle) was
home, the family was complete.
When I was born, my name was
Bire (which is pronounced Brie). It
means precious treasure. Amazingly
my adoptive parents had already been
praying for me (without knowing
my Ethiopian name) by the name
Brielle (nicknamed Brie)! After I was
adopted, my name changed from Bire
Ebiso to Brielle Karalyn Tarr.
My new family and I went on
many adventures all over the country
and the world. They have loved
me very well and taught me lots of
important things. Most importantly,
I was not only adopted into their
family but also into God’s family
when I put my faith in Jesus. When
I became a Christian, I was healed
spiritually as well. The love of both
of my earthly fathers led me to the
love of my Heavenly Father.

I was inspired by the love of my birth father and my adoptive father
who both showed me in different ways the love of my Heavenly Father.
Her story demonstrates what an awesome God we serve and how He
truly is always working “all things for the good of those who love Him,
who have been called according to his purpose” Rom 8:28
— Brielle Tarr, 6th Grade, English

Short Story

Unraveled
I didn’t mean to destroy the piano.
I blamed most of it on the weather. It was a hot
summer for New York. Heat made people angry.
Of course, celebrations still raged. The war had
just ended. Deaf in one ear from a riding accident,
I had avoided the draft. But I wasn’t celebrating.
I had one more exam before I graduated from
Juilliard. One last exam.
Not written. Not oral. Audible.
The piece was Ravel. My last act, and for good
reason. Ravel was hard. Hardest piece on earth.
And though I did not lack talent, I doubted I had
enough to meet standards.
So with the exam approaching and my fate
resting on an impossible feat, I had locked myself
in my apartment and banged away at my Steinway.
I shut all windows, despite the heat. I didn’t want
the cheers and whistles from the ticker tape
parades interrupting my flow.
But that was the problem. My flow wouldn’t
actually…flow. My fingers kept slipping. My head
felt fuzzy. I was aware of every pinch and pull,
every bead of sweat dripping down my back. All of
it. A sour taste invaded my mouth, and my tongue
turned pasty. I had two days to perfect this. Two
days. And I was nowhere near ready.
A knock jerked me from my trance.
“Charlie? Come on, Charlie, let me in!”
I bowed my head. Why was he here? I asked
him not to disturb me.
Knock. “Charlie!” Knock. “Come on, Charlie!”
I opened the door. My neighbor, Patrick,
was leaning against the frame, his smile wide
and stained teeth crooked. Wrinkles covered his
clothes, like he had just awoken, which wasn’t a
far-fetched idea. His family was very wealthy. He
could afford unemployment. “I brought you a
present!” he shoved a large wooden box into my
living room, grunting with effort.

“Patrick…I don’t want this,” I said.
“Of course you do!” he positioned the box
against the wall, grunting, then paused and wiped
his forehead. “Can you turn on a fan?”
“I don’t own fans.”
“Why not?” “Because they’re…dangerous.
The cords could…explode. Or the blades could
cut me.” “Not if you’re careful.”
I sat down on the piano bench. “They’re not
practical.”
“That’s what makes it interesting,” Patrick said.
“The future’s full of impracticalities, so you have
to be impractical to enjoy them.
He stepped back from the box. I raised an
eyebrow. It was a piano. Smaller, with no strings
or lid, and an odd iron grate above the keys.
“I already have a piano,” I said.
“But not like this!”
“What is…this?”
“The thing that will put you, my friend, out of
business!” Patrick smacked the top of the piano,
then flopped into a green armchair. He fixed his
gaze on the Steinway. “Any luck so far?”
“No.”
“I can hear you through the walls.”
“I’d prefer if you didn’t listen.”
“Can’t help it. I don’t have the privilege of
being deaf.”
I looked at the new piano. “So…what’s it do?”
“It plays music.”
“But there’s no-”
“It plays music without you touching it,”
Patrick said. He rose and felt behind the piano.
“What are you doing?”
“Plugging it in.”
I heard a click, and the piano began to play.
The keys moved of their own accord, like a ghost.
Beating. Pulsing. A heartbeat. Fluttering, like a
hummingbird. And familiar. I knew this piece.

This was my bane, my Everest, my deathbed
goal. Ravel. Now this piano was playing it first
try, without an operator, all on its own.
Patrick sat back in the armchair, watching
the new piano. “Doesn’t need practice. Costs
little, gives much. It’s the perfect bargain.”
“Why did you buy me this?” I asked.
Patrick shrugged. “You’ve been struggling.
I thought you could play along, get the feel. It
might help.”
I crossed my arms. “I don’t need help.”
“You’re sitting in the dark, it stinks like
feet, and you’ve been locked in this room since
Friday,” Patrick said. “You need help.”
He went to the door. “Try it out. Can’t hurt.”
He left, but I kept staring at my new…gift. If
I could even call it that.
It wasn’t natural, a machine that could do
what humans did, but better.
It was the same reason I didn’t own fans.
They were new. They were efficient. Threats.
The piano finished Ravel and fell silent.
I watched, tense, waiting for another sound.
When none came, I relaxed a bit. It seemed
harmless enough, the mahogany frame
polished and sanded, the iron grate shiny, not a
speck of rust visible. Pleasing to the eye, didn’t
take up a lot of space, I could see the appeal.
Very…efficient.
Maybe Patrick was right. Could this help me
perfect Ravel?
I bit my lip and nodded to the empty room.
It was worth a shot. Besides, what was there to
lose?
I wound up the player piano, then returned
to the Steinway. Ravel began to play. I did my
best to keep up, but my technique was sloppy.
The player piano hit every note. Perfectly. I
tried not to get angry. That wouldn’t help. I just
needed to focus.

But the more I focused, the more my muscles
tensed, my eyes narrowed, my nostrils flared.
How could a machine beat me at my profession?
My passion?
The tempo increased. I hunched over the
keys, fingers flying. Faster. Faster. Sharp. Flat.
Accidental. Piano behind, piano in front. Strings
vibrating. Electricity crackling. My neck tingled.
My gut twisted. Tempo increased. Minor. Dark.
Sharp. Flat. Trying to breath, to feel, to flow. To
live the music.
Then it unraveled. I forgot the rhythm. My
hand banged a C major, not an F#. Melody
crashed. Harmony deflated. And behind me,
singing like a god, the player piano finished the
piece. Without a single hiccup. A single mistake.
I looked at the Steinway, hate for the awful godmachine eating at my soul. Hate for my own
ability.
I couldn’t do it. I couldn’t finish. This was the
terrible truth...the realization that I could play
anything in the world…except Ravel. That I was
bested by a metal mind.
A tear slipped down my cheek and my throat
tightened. With a shuddering breath, I tapped
the highest key – a C – and sustained it. The shrill
note echoed across the room. It was haunting,
solemn, a note that signified an ending. A subtle
finish. My finish.
What was the point of continuing? This
was the beginning, I knew. This piano could
lead to new things…other, more unnatural
devices. Humans yearned for control, but so
did machines. They were efficient, but sinister.
Mindful, not mindless.
I balled my fists and whirled around. The
player piano sat, shadowed and silent, gleaming
in the late afternoon sun. It was god-like. A
heavenly instrument. The attribute that first
drew me. The ethereal aura that emanated from

the wood, from every screw and panel and key,
from the brass pedals to the velvet dust covers. It
was a beast. A great, beautiful beast. A lion. And
I, the circus-master. I thought I had tamed it. A
grave mistake…
I slammed my foot into the side panel.
War. Smash! Machines. Bam! Unravel. Crack!
Unravel. Twang! Unravel, unravel, unravel…
I don’t quite remember the details. My vision
went black. My body felt giddy, drunken, and my
arms surged with unnatural strength. A feeling
terrible and powerful, all at the same time.
I opened my eyes and took in the living
room. Blood dripped down my knuckles.
Bruises covered my hands. Panels and keys and
brass pedals were strewn across the floor. And
the piano…
It was gone. Destroyed. Only the disfigured
hull remained. A creepy moan emitted from
it, out of tune and key. I raised my chin at my
defeated opponent and surveyed the wreckage.
Then, like a candle snuffed out, I sunk into the
armchair.
My perfect, immaculate Steinway. A
destroyed, evil machine. But weren’t both
machines? Music still was made by the use
of steel and wood. I was just a mediator. A
metaphor for human incompetence. A pawn.
I stumbled to my feet and opened the window.
It was too hot. Too hot. Sweat beaded on my

brow, dripping down my nose and seeping into
my lips. Inevitable. It was inevitable. The coming
age, the coming takeover. My mind was limited
compared to the new piano. Limited compared
to the cars. Just last week the papers had told
of a hit-and-run. It was man against machine.
Defeat. Inevitable.
***
I went to Patrick’s later that night. He asked
me about my hands. I only shook my head and
pointed to my room. I stayed behind in his
apartment, rinsing the blood off my hands. I
kept blinking, even though there were no tears
in my eyes. It was reflexive, a stress-reliever.
Stress owned me right now. I let it.
Patrick eventually came back, shock on his
face, and sunk onto the couch. I sat next to him.
We listened to the radio blare stock updates,
then Patrick went to bed. I stayed up, listening
to the sounds of traffic. I wasn’t sleeping anytime
soon.
The next day, two men came and cleared the
wreckage. I didn’t watch. When they were gone,
I went back to the Steinway. The ivory keys
felt good against my fingers. Rough. Textured.
Controlled. Real.
I couldn’t play Ravel, but maybe with time I
would. At least for now, though the Steinway was
steel and wood, it was still mine to command. It
still played only played for me.

— Leah McRoy, 10th Grade, Creative Writing

